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Four glaciation phases have been reconstructed on the basis of glacial scouring. The oldest (Phase

l)

is

characterized by south-moving ice streams from the Jostedal glacier Plateau and Jotunheimen. South
westerly movements during Phase

2

are attributed to an ice divide located further east, probably from

Weichsel maximum. The regional ice movements towards the SE during Phase 3 suggest ice flow from the
Jostedal Plateau, probably of late Younger Dryas - Early Preboreal age. At the actual deglaciation,
small, local ice caps existed in the mountains (Phase 4).
On the basis of lateral moraines and other marginal deposits, two preboreal events, the Årøya Solvorn Event and the Hafslo Event, are reconstructed.
These events show glacial stagnations and advances, probably due in part to climate deteriorations,
during the Preboreal deglaciation. The Årøya - Solvorn Event is assumed to be somewhat older than the
Gaupne Stadial in the neighbouring area. The drainage history of the Hafslo basin is reconstructed.
A.
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Glacial geology in inner Sogn was discussed by
Vorren (1973), who presented a paleogeographic
map of this area during the Early Preboreal,
which was later modified by Bergstrøm ( 1975).
However, on all paleoglaciation maps published
hitherto the Sogndal -Veitastrond area is omit
ted. In this paper I therefore wish to present new
information on glacier movements and on the
deglaciation in this area.
The deep fjords, valleys and cirques in the
scenery between Sognefjorden and Jostedals
breen bear evidence of strong glacial erosion.
Along the valley from Austerdalsbreen via
Hafslo to Sogndalsfjorden (Figs. l and 3) as
much as 11 rock bars are recognized (Embleton
& King 1971, Fig. 7-4). The basins which are not
yet filled up, e.g. Hafslovatnet and Veitastronds
vatnet, are effective traps for the sediments sup
plied by the glacier river (Bogen 1981). In some
of the connecting and hanging valleys to Veita
strondsvatnet there are cirques with local mor
aines (Fig. 3) which may date back to The Little
lee Age (c. 1750).

lee movements
Phase l
Vorren's ( 1973) opinion was that during the
Weichsel maximum individual ice culminations
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above the Jostedal plateau and Jotunheimen ex
isted, and the ice divide extended between the
northern parts of these areas. From these areas
glacier streams converged into, and proceeded
out of, Lusterfjorden. He also extrapolated ice
movements towards the SSE in the Jostedalen
area, being aware of possible inaccuracies in this
area. At Buskrednosi, I have found glacial striae
on open positions 1240-1500 m a.s.l. (Fig. 1). At
one site at 1250 m there is clear stoss and lee
topography. The oldest direction here was to
wards 21� and the youngest towards 190g. At
other localities above 1300 m the directions of
the striae are within the sector 200-212g, the
dominating directions being towards 200g (Fig.
l). At lower sites in this area there are also striae
in a southeastern direction (15�). These are
probably controlled by the topography, and are
supposed to be younger. At Vassdalsfjellet (Fig.
l) 1500-1600 m a.s.l. in the area to the west of
Jostedalen the oldest directions were towards

190-2008.
Corresponding results were also found by E.
Sønstegaard (pers. comm.) about 10 km to the
north of Vassdalsfjellet. This indicates that the
oldest ice flow in the area to the east as well as to
the west of Jostedalen was towards the south, not
towards the SSE as Vorren (1973) postulated.
Anundsen (1974) made observations in the
Sogndal area. Regarding the area to the NW and
N of Sogndal, he made extrapolations based on
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Glacial striae o n Torstadnakken

1300
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m a.s.l. The main direction i s towards the south, parallel with the compass. The

shorter striae towards the south-west are also quite distinct.

Vorren's (1973) and his own observations. My
investigations in this area disclose ice movements
different from those extrapolated by Anundsen
(1974). At a locality 475 m a.s.l., for instance,
half way between Hafslo and Gaupne, the oldest
direction of ice movement was towards 21()8. The
corresponding striae occur only on lee sides.
Younger striae of 230g are crossed by coarser
striae and furrows towards 196g which is the main
direction, and the youngest one. Analogous di
rections and age relations are found at several
sites doser to Hafslovatnet. Around Krokberget
(Fig. 3), 1200-1340 m a.s.l., the oldest directions
were towards 220S-250g, 24()8 being the most
prominent. Some 30 localities between Hafslo
vatnet and Gaupne demonstrate the oldest ice
movement in this area towards the SW and SSW
(Fig. 1).
In the area to the west and WSW of Hafslovat
net the oldest ice movement extrapolated by An
undsen (1974) was towards the SSE. However,
my investigations of glacial scouring supply clear
evidence for older ice movements towards the
�

SW and SSW. These may correspond to the ol
dest recorded ice movements towards the SSW in
the area NE of Hafslovatnet. Crossing striae as
well as stoss- and lee topography on Torstadnak
ken to the north of Sogndalsdalen show that the
oldest movement here was towards the south
(Figs. 2 and 3).
A reconstruction of the oldest ice movement is
displayed in Fig. l. It corresponds to Vorren's
(1977) phase 2 or 3.

Phase 2
Glacial scouring to the SW of Gaupnefjord (Fig.

3) shows that the glacier movement towards the

SSW during phase l veered towards the SW
(24()8) during phase 2. This direction is the sec
ond oldest scouring direction at several sites be
tween Gaupnefjorden and Hafslovatnet and may
correlate with a veering of glacial movements on
Torstadnakken 1300 m a.s.l. from a southerly to
a southwesterly direction. The ice movement
during phase 2 as well as phase l seems therefore
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to have been relatively independent of the topo
graphy, though the influence of the major topo
graphic features along the regional bedrock
strike direction, as revealed by lnner Lusterfjor
den and Sogndalsfjorden, is evident (Fig. 1).
To the west of Sogndalsdalen the direction of
ice movements remained fairly constant during
the phases l and 2 (Fig. 1), due to the influence
of Sognefjorden.
The ice masses seem to have been thick during
phase l as well as phase 2, and both of them
might correspond to late Weichsel maximum.
However, the transition from phase l to phase 2
may reflect the shift of the ice divide to a more
easterly position. If that is the case, phase 2 most
likely corresponds to the Late Weichselian maxi
mum, as do Vorren's (1977) phase Ill. Phase 2 is
also in coincidence with Hole & Bergersen's
(1981) phase 3.

Phase 3
During phase 3 the ice movements were largely
controlled by the topography. To the north of
Hafslovatnet the ice movements seem to have
shifted from southwesterly during phase 2 to
southeasterly during phase 3, i.e. more or less
parallel to the valley systems from the Jostedal
plateau (Veitastrond valley, Sogndalsdalen). At
a locality l km to the north of Hafslovatnet, 500
m a.s.I. (Fig. 3), there are striae which may
correlate to phase 2 (250g) on the lee side and
striae correlating to phase 3 (130g) on the stoss
side. This means that the 'Lustrafjord glacier'
was succeeded by the 'Veitastrond glacier'. Simi
lar scouring occurs among others at a site 2 km to
the NNE of Hafslovatnet, 340 m a.s.l. (Fig. 3).
To the north of Sogndalsdalen, at Torstadnakken
1300 m a.s.l., the youngest ice movement was
towards the SE. Striae on the stoss side positions
in relation to older movements towards the S and
SSW have been recognized at two localities.
During Phase 3 the ice masses diverged outwards
from the Jostedal glacier plateau.

Phase 4
The existence of local ice caps in the mountains
in western Norway during Preboreal has pre
viously been assumed by a number of authors
(Klovning 1963, Mæland 1963, Anundsen 1972,
Bergstrøm 1975), and documented by later inves
tigations (Aa & Mangerud 1981, Hamborg &

Mangerud 1981, Hole & Bergersen 1981). Such
an ice cap seems to have existed in the mountain
areas to the west of the Sogndalsdalen valley.
This is indicated by the youngest glacial striae
which are nearly due east (97g) (Fig. 3). Small
glaciers exist in this area even today. Similarly an
ice cap which could account for the youngest ice
movement here towards the south during Phase
4, is postulated to have existed in the mountains
between Hafslovatnet and Gaupnefjorden (Fig.

1).

The deglaciation
During Early Preboreal Chronozone the ice front
in the Sognefjord area retreated rapidly from the
coast to the heads of the tributary fjords (Vorren
1973, Bergstrøm 1975). A 14C dating of Mya
truncata (Aa 1982) obtained from marine sedi
ments at the mouth of Sogndalsfjorden (Fig. 9)
(T 4579, 9740 ± 120 B.P.) gives a minimum age
for the retreat of the glacier from the Sogndals
fjord area. This dating is in good agreement with
the 14C datings of gyttja from the Aurland area
(Bergstrøm 1975). At the heads of the fjords the
ice front stopped temporarily due to reduced
calving, building up frontal deposits. A number
of these deposits can be correlated with distinc
tive lateral moraine ridges, indicating glacial
readvances due to climatic deteriorations (Vor
ren 1973, Andersen 1980). Corresponding cli
matic trends are obvious in a paleotemperature
180, recorded from Gotland (Mørner 1980), but
have so far not been recorded in Norwegian
pollen sequences (Andersen 1980).
Two ice-front deltas at Gaupne and corre
sponding lateral moraines along the valley sides
of the Jostadal valley mark two Preboreal halts
or readvances during the general deglaciation,
the Gaupne and Høgemoen stadials (Vorren
1973). During the mapping of the Quaternary
geology on the maps SOLVORN (1:50 000) (Aa
1982 a) and HAFSLOVATNET (1:20 000) (Aa
& Nesje in prep.) numerous marginal deposits
have been recognized in the area between the
Sogndalsfjord and Veitastrond. The marginal
phenomena observed are parallel moraine
ridges, block ridges and block beits. As many as
eight ridges occur in the valley side to the east of
Veitastrondvatnet (Fig. 3). Nevertheless it seems
possible to separate these ridges into two main
groups. The upper ridges are suggested to corre
spond to the glaciofluvial deltas at Solvorn and
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The proximal side of the glaciofluvial frontal deposit at Årøy is seen on both sides of the river, view towards south east.
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Arrows indicate the crest of the deposit.

Årøy, since the interpolated gradients fit well
with an imaginary ice tongue. These probably
reflect a Preboreal glacier readvance, here
named the Årøy - Solvorn Event. The lower
lying ridges correspond to glaciofluvial marginal
deposits at Straumane (Fig. 3) in the western
part of the Hafslovatnet lake. These are referred
to as the Hafslo Event.
The marine limits are 120m at Årøy, 123 m at
Solvorn and 99 m at Gaupne (Vorren 19 73).
According to a shore-line diagram from Sogne
fjorden (Kyrkjebø 1953), the frontal deposits at
Arøy - Solvorn should be older than the Gaupne
Event. There are, however, uncertainties with
datings obtained from this shore-line diagram, as
long as the exact isobase direction is unknown.

The Arøy- Solvorn Event
In the valley side .to the south and southwest of
Hafslovatnet there are relatively continuous mo
raine ridges which can be traced to a height of
6 00 m to the south of Simosetenipa (Fig. 3).
Here, 5-6 m deep stream-eroded gullies cut
through the moraine ridges. In the eastern and
northern hillsides of Simosetenipa the margin of
the glacier can be traced as a block belt up to 8 00

m a.s.l. Some moraine ridges to the NW of Simo
setenipa at 800 m may belong to the same sys
tem, but may in fact be older.
To the SW of Hafslovatnet the uppermost
marginal deposits can be traced as a boulder
ridge, or some 1-3 m high parallel ridges, from
400m up to about 650m a.s.l. Occasionally they
appear as block beits.
At Årøy (Fig. 3) there is a glaciofluvial frontal
deposit with a distinct ice contact slope and a
steep distal slope (Fig. 4). This ridge consists of
grave! which is exposed in a section of the distal
slope. The western part of the ridge has a block
rich surface, while the eastern part is covered by
a 1.5m thick layer of clay. The frontal deposit at
Årøy was not built up to the marine limit, since
this has been shown to be 120m a.s.l. (Aa 1982
a).
To the east of Veitastrondsvatnet the corre
sponding lateral moraines can be traced as dis
continuous moraine ridges and block beits. Big
boulders are often a characteristic feature of the
moraine ridges. To the north of Hafslovatnet the
marginal moraines can be traced discontinuously
down to a glaciofluvial terrace at Hauge (Fig. 3)
265m a.s.l. The southern slant of the terrace is
an ice-contact slope, and the terrace is obviously
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5. Block-rich glaciofluvial frontal deposit in the western part of the Hafslovatnet lake, seen towards the west. The cxcavations

for grave! reveal the ground-water table. The ground leve! is here about

formed between the hillside and a glacier tongue
in Hafslovatnet. This temice is described by
Reusch (1900). He also described a terrace;
which can hard!y be observed today, farther east
at Hillestad. The meltwater drainage towards
Solvorn through a canyon in the valleyside east
of Hafslovatnet was not mentioned by Reusch,
but is discussed below.
According to the reconstruction of the ice
front, the passages over Galden and Årøya were
filled by ice. The ice front was therefore prob
ably 1ocated at the great glaciofluvial deposits of
Solvorn, showing the level of the sea to have
been 123 m higher than today.
South-east of Hafslovatnet no distinct moraine
ridges are found.

The Hafslo Event
In the western part of Hafslovatnet, and in Strau
mane ( Fig. 3 ) , there are some glaciofluvial de
posits which are assumed to be frontal deposits.
Many small and parallel lateral moraines in this
area may indicate short oscillations of the glacier

5

m

above the leve! of Hafslovatnet.

snout. The !argest of the frontal deposits at
Moane is built up to 7-8 m above Hafslovatnet
( Fig. 5). Here the Geological Survey of Norway
(NGU) has made trial borings ( Huseby 1978)
down to a depth of 31 m. Down to 17 m the
sediments consist of coarse grave! and sands.
From 17to 31 m there is more consolidated sand.
On account of the stratigraphy and building up of
the sediments above Hafslovatnet, the deposit is
interpreted as a sandurdelta.
From these deposits discontinuous block
ridges extend up in the steep valley sides. From
the plateau 500 m a.s.l. east of Simosetenipa the
youngest of the ridges can be traced as a moraine
ridge ( Fig. 6). On the same plateau there are
more parallel moraine ridges, often 3-4m high.
From a height of 520 m a.s.l. and further up
wards the !argest ridge can be traced as a 5 m
high block ridge, with blocks as large as 5 m3.
The uppermost of these lateral deposits can be
traced from the plateau about 740 m towards the
NNW to Yndesdalen about 850 m.
North of Yndesdalen there are lateral mo
raines about 1000 m a.s.l. Because of steep valley
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6. One of the lateral moraines belonging to the Hafslo Event, situated on the plateau east of Simosetenipa about 500 m a.s.l.

This moraine ridge is 4-5

m

high, and continuous over a distance of about

l

km. Arrows indicate the crest of the ridge.

Hafslovatnet in the background.

sides covered by scree deposits it has been im

During the Hafslo Event the gradient 0-5 km

possible to find lateral moraines in Yndesdalen.

from the terminus was 108 m/km. The glacier

However, waterlain sediments are found up to a

above Veitastrondsvatnet had a more gentle sur

leve1720 m a.s.l., demonstrating that an ice lake,

face of 32 rnlkm 5- 1 1 km from the terminus,

dammed by the Veitastrond glacier, must have

showing a good agreement between the gradient

existed here during the deglaciation.

of the valley floor and the relief of the ice sur

Hence

Yndesdalen was deglaciated earlier than the Vei
tastrond valley. The same has also been the situ

face.
The obtained gradients are coincident with the

ation in Eldedalen, further to the north, where

ice-surface

glaciolacustrine sediments have been found at

1973).

gradients

in

Jostedalen

(Vorren

430 m.
On the eastern side of Veitastrondsvatnet the
youngest

moraine

ridges

(Fig.

3) are block

ridges.

The drainage history of the Hafslo basin
Different geological phenomena display that the
river, which now has its outlet at Årøy, for some

Ice-surface gradients
The ice-surface gradients are based on the mar

time during the deglaciation (Årøy - Solvorn
Event) drained to Solvorn (Figs. 3 and 8), where
great quantities of meltwater sediments were de

ginal deposits, and the convex ice surface is not

posited up to the marine limit at 123 m a.s.l.

taken into account (Fig. 3).

Seismic investigations at Solvorn, carried out by

During the Årøy - Solvorn Event the icc-sur

NGU in 1981, revealed a sediment thickness up

face gradient 0-6 km from the front was 93 ml

to 60 m. Today only a couple of brooklets drain

km.

into Solvorn.
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Fig. 7. Glaciolacustrine sedimcnts to the NE of Hafslovatnet, 200 m a.s.l. The stratificd scdimcnts of fine sand and silt have a
thickness of 7 m in this area.

In the valley side to the east of Hafslovatnet a
great canyon is eroded into the bedrock at a leve!
corresponding to the glaciolacustrine terraces at
Hauge, 265 m a. s. l. (Fig. 3). The canyon is 6-7 m
wide and 1 0 m deep, increasing abruptly to a
depth of 25-3 0 m at a short distance beyond the
pass point. Obviously a waterfall must have ex
isted here. Farther down at about 1 3 0 m a. s. l.
very coarse glaciofluvial sediments with blocks
up to l m3 are accumulated in a gentle cone,
sloping down to the main terrace (Fig. 3). It is
reasonable to assume that the carving of the
canyon was initiated subglacially, but at the time
when the terraces at Hauge were built up, the
drainage here must have been lateral or sub
lateral. Afterwards, the pass point at Galden,
200 m a. s. l. , (road junction) melted free. At this
time there must have been an ice-dammed lake
to the NE of Hafslovatnet (Fig. 3), where glacio
lacustrine sediments were deposited (Figs. 7 and
8). The !argest terraces in the Hafslo area corre
spond to the passpoint at Galden 31 m above the
present water leve!.

The draining of the ice-dammed lake at Gal
den is witnessed, for example, by barren rock
surfaces and several potholes. On the distal side
of the pass point there is a 10-15 m deep canyon.
Just beneath the canyon there is a deep rock
basin which is quite surprisingly filled up with
post-glacial gyttja, and not glaciofluvial sedi
ments.
The glaciofluvial sediments must therefore
have been deposited into the ice-dammed lake
proximally to the Galden pass. The canyon was
probably eroded out subglacially. Alternatively it
might be an old, inherited erosional form.
Later the pass point at Årøya, 169 m a. s. l. ,
was deglaciated and the river found its present
course (Fig. 8). This outlet, too, is a canyon
containing several potholes. Small remnants of
laminated sand occur in the Årøya valley. A little
terrace at 120 m a. s. l. (section along the main
road) may denote the marine limit here, which is
about 3 m lower than at Solvorn. If so, this is
another argument for earlier deglaciation of the
Solvorn area than of the (upper) Årøy area.
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Hafslovatnet seen towards the SSE. The positions of the older ice-directed outlets at 265 m and 200m a.s.l. are indicatcd.

To the right the present outlct of Årøya. The glaciolacustrinc sediments are indicated.

Concluding remarks

strond glacier probably correlate to the Prebor
eal events in Inner Sogn (Vorren 1973,
The Sogndal- Jostedalsbreen area
Bergstrøm 1975). The relatively small frontal de
posits from the Veitastrond glacier, in contrast to
The four phases of ice flow are reconstructed on
those at Aurland and Inner Luster, may be due
the basis of glacial striae that are not correlated
to the bipartition of the former with one branch
with any dated stratigraphy, and hence on!y rela
to Solvorn and another to the Årøy. During the
tive ages of glacio-historical events could be rec
deglaciation great amounts of meltwater were
ognized.
forced to Solvorn, as manifested by the larger
The oldest ice movements found correlate
glaciofluvial delta deposits here, compared with
mainly with Vorren's (1973) reconstruction of
the lesser volume of glacial sediments deposited
the oldest movements, characterized by conver
in the Årøy area, the greatest accumulation be
gent ice flows from the Jostedal Plateau and
ing a glaciofluvial submarine delta approximately
Jotunheimen towards Sognefjord (Lustrafjord).
40 m high.
However, according to this investigation, the
The high number of parallel lateral moraines
convergence towards the Lustrafjord in the
to the west of Hafslovatnet indicate an irregular
southern Jostedal area seems to have been less
recession of the valley glacier here.
pronounced, since the oldest movements here
Some of the younger ridges may be recessional
were towards the S, not SSE.
moraines. However, many of them are occasion
In the area to the NW of Sogndalsdalen, An
ally so high and steep that they may have been
undsen (1974) extrapolated the oldest ice move
ment towards the SE, but now a still older move
climatically controlled. Such moraine ridges are
to be found within the Solvorn - Årøy Event as
ment is recorded towards the S. The younger ice
well as the Hafslo Event. Thus they corroborate
movement with a more southwesterly direction
could possibly be attributed to an easterly re
the general climatic deteriorations during Pre
boreal (Anundsen & Simonsen 1968, Anundsen
placement of the ice divide in Jotunheimen (Vor
ren 1977, Hole & Bergersen 1981). Moreover . 1972, Bergstrøm 1975).
both Phase l and Phase 2 correspond with the
An old, ice-controlled drainage to Solvorn is
convergent flow pattern towards Sognefjord,
also mentioned by Reusch (1900). An alternative
which Vorren (1977) maintains existed during
postulation of the high-lying terraces at Hafslo
most of the Weichsel.
could be that they were the result of a til! barrage
The younger south-easterly ice movement
at the Årøya outlet, but there is no current evi
from the Jostedal Glacier Plateau seems to have
dence to support this. Moreover, glaciologically
been regional, as it is recorded as high as 1300 m
it is natura! that the glacier covered the pass at
Årøya when the glacier terminated at· Galden.
a.s.l. to the N of Sogndalsdalen. Consequently
this flow pattern existed already at the beginning
Embleton & King (1971) postulate 60 m post
of Preboreal Chronozone and not only during
glacial erosion at the rock threshold between
the final deglaciation.
Veitastrondvatnet and Hafslovatnet, which
The two reconstructed margins of the Veitaseems quite unreasonable in view of the resistant
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Fig. 9. Reconstruction of extent and flow directions of the glaciers during the Younger Dryas and the Prcboreal Chronozoncs in
the Sognefjorden area, after Vorren (1973) and Bergstrøm (1975) with additional informations from the Solvorn area (this article),
and the Stølsheimen area (Aa & Mangerud 1981, Aa 1982).

gneiss here. If the observations of sediments 60
m above present water leve! are correct, they
must be interpreted as lateral phenomena.
At present no lateral deposits are recognized
between the Hafslo moraines and the '1750-mor
aines' from the Jostedal glacier. Therefore, a
continuous and probably rapid downwasting of
the ice is suggested for the period after the
Hafslo Event.

The Sognefjord area
A number of authors have discussed the degla
cia'tion in western Norway. Mangerud et. al.
(1979) gave preliminary results for the northern
parts (Nordfjord- Møre), and discussed the Ber
gen area, for the period 15,000-10, 000 B.P. In
both of these areas the glacier retreated during
the Allerød Chronozone, and the same must
have been the case in Sognefjorden. At the end

of Younger Dryas Chronozone, the glaciers ad
vanced to the coast again in the Bergen-Sogn
area (Fig. 9), but not further to the north.
The 14C datings (Fig. 9) show that the glaciers
in early Preboreal retreated very rapidly along
the fjords in Hordaland and Sogn. The dating
from the mouth of Sogndalsfjorden is the first
14C dating of Preboreal marine shells in the Sog
nefjord area, and it is in coincidence with earlier
datings of gyttja from the Aurland area
(Bergstrøm 1975). These datings give minimum
ages for the deglaciation of the fjords, while the
adjacent areas were still covered by ice (Aa &
Mangerud 1981).
In the Stølsheimen area to the south of Sogne
fjorden there have been ice caps throughout the
entire Preboreal Chronozone. On the southwest
ern side of Stølsheimen marginal moraines were
recorded by Aa & Mangerud (1981) and Nor
dahl-Olsen (1979), showing the extent of the
Stølsheimen glacier cap in early Preboreal time.
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In the northern side of Stølsheimen lateral mor
aines have been mapped by Aa (1981), corre
sponding to frontal deposits at the heads of the
tributaiy fjords (Rekstad 1910, Kyrkjebø 1953,
Carlson 1960, Aarseth 1980). Some of these de
posits probably reflect small glacier advances.
Similar advances are also supposed for many
glaciers in inner Sogn (Anundsen & Simonsen
1968, Vorren 1973, Bergstrøm 1975). The 14C
datings (Fig. 9) indicate that the mountains to
the east of Lærdal were deglaciated in the middle
of the Boreal Chronozone.
A 14C dating from the upper Jostedalen (Blom
et al. 1982), gives evidence for deglaciation in
this area at the transition Preboreal!Boreal.
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